Conducted by CSA's Quantum Safe Security Working Group the survey looks to assess the overall awareness and understanding of quantum security risk and is part of the group's larger effort to develop a future framework for addressing quantum computing threats. The most striking information to come from the survey was the realization that while most companies are aware of the risk, they are not yet ready to take action, a fact which could conceivably lead to a very dangerous situation in the future when confidential information may become available to any entity possessing a quantum computer.

Download the document here

The research paper is the first in a series planned over the coming year from the CSA ERP Security Working Group that aims to provide IT and management professionals with a sound overview of cloud security for ERP systems while simultaneously examining the privacy challenges involved. The paper examines topics such as:

- Common challenges in ERP security;
- General security concerns in cloud-based ERP applications, including data residency, user activity and access monitoring, and incident response; and
- Security around SaaS ERP applications and IaaS ERP deployments.

Download the document here

Highlights

IEEE 4th World Forum on Internet of Things - 6-8 February, Singapore
Two CSA APAC representatives shared the findings and results on securing the Internet of Things based on research undertaken by CSA working groups.

Terence Siau, Director of Sales, CSA APAC, presenting on “Cybersecurity Guidelines for Smart City Technology Adoption”

Haojie Zhuang, Research Director, CSA APAC giving his presentation on “Top Challenges to Secure IoT Deployments”

CSA Philippines Cloud Security Tour - 23 February, Boracay

Ryan Ty, Chairman of CSA Philippines Chapter, sharing about several new initiatives (including READ)

Raymond Liboro, National Privacy Commission Chairman (second from the left) with tour participants

Participants at the CSA Philippines Cloud Security Tour

This event was the first leg of the chapter’s programmatic effort to discuss and align initiatives with public and private sectors in developing Cloud Security landscape in the country.

The tour was opened by Allan S. Cabanlong, Assistant Secretary, Department of Information and Communication Technology, who shared how the government is serious in its pursuit to promote and strengthen ICT in the country and how CSA can help to push this forward. Alain Dei Pascua, Under Secretary, Department of Education, also gave valuable insight to the agency’s plan in integrating ICT to K-12 Education curriculum and how this can elevate skills and resources of Filipinos in years to come.

Raymond Liboro, National Privacy Commission Chairman, addressed the importance of building trust in the digital economy, iterating that security and privacy come hand-in-hand with emerging technology. This was strengthened by the practical Digital
Transformation Framework shared by Lauro Matias, ex-CIO of Starbucks and Jollibee Foods Corp, which makes sense of how organizations can map their digital transformation strategy to work for them. Additional topics include discussions on Enterprise Blockchain, Network Security, and Hybrid Cloud Security.

The Cloud Security Tour was attended by 35 C-level, government leaders, and CSA Philippines chapter members and volunteers. The next leg of the Cloud Security Tour is slated mid-year 2018. For more information, visit www.csaphilippines.org or contact Secretariat, era@csaphilippines.org.

Inaugural Cyber Security Awards - 23 February, Singapore

The inaugural Cyber Security Awards aim to recognize individuals and enterprises which have made significant contributions to Singapore’s cybersecurity ecosystem. The Awards are organized by the Association of Information Security Professionals, and supported by Cyber Security Agency as well as the following professional and industry associations – Singapore Computer Society, Singapore Infocomm Technology Federation, (ISC)2, Information Systems Audit and Control Association, CSA, the IT Service Management Forum and Law Society. The winners received the awards from Minister for Communications and Information and Minister-in-charge of Cyber Security Dr. Yaacob Ibrahim at the inaugural Cybersecurity Gala Dinner on 23 Feb 2018.

Dr. Hing-Yan Lee (EVP, CSA APAC) and David Siah (Chairman, CSA Singapore Chapter), as well as five other chapter members (Anthony Lim, Terence Siau Eng Pheng, Michael Chua, Raymond Lay, & Bernard Lai), served as judges.

Upcoming CSA Events - 2018

CSA APAC Financial Cloud Forum 2018
16 May 2018 | Hong Kong
CSA Hong Kong & Macau Summit 2018
17 May 2018 | Hong Kong

CSA Pune Summit 2018
19 May 2018 | Pune, India

CSA Bangalore Summit 2018
14 June 2018 | Bangalore, India

For more information, please contact us at csa-apac-info@cloudsecurityalliance.org

Upcoming Events in 2018 Supported by CSA APAC

SCS Business Continuity Management Conference 2018
10 April 2018 | Singapore
https://www.scs.org.sg/Chapter/bcc-events.php

DCD Events 2018
13 February 2018 | Bangkok, Thailand
5 April 2018 | Jakarta, Indonesia

Contact Details

General inquiries: csa-apac-info@cloudsecurityalliance.org
Membership information: csa-apac-membership@cloudsecurityalliance.org
Research information: csa-apac-research@cloudsecurityalliance.org

Official Website: www.cloudsecurityalliance.org
Facebook: Cloud Security Alliance Asia Pacific
LinkedIn: Cloud Security Alliance
Twitter: @cloudsa_apac
WeChat: csa_china
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